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Abstract: Children heading households (CHH) in urban informal settlements face specific vulnerabilities shaped by limitations on their opportunities and capabilities within the context of urban inequities, which affect their wellbeing. We implemented photovoice research with CHHs to explore the intersections between their vulnerabilities and the social and environmental context of Nairobi’s informal settlements. We enrolled and trained four CHHs living in two urban informal settlements—Korogocho and Viwandani—to utilise smartphones to take photos that reflected their experiences of marginalisation and what can be done to address their vulnerabilities. Further, we conducted in-depth interviews with eight more CHHs. We applied White’s wellbeing framework to analyse data. We observed intersections between the different dimensions of wellbeing, which caused the CHHs tremendous stress that affected their mental health, social interactions, school performance and attendance. Key experiences of marginalisation were lack of adequate food and nutrition, hazardous living conditions and stigma from peers due to the limited livelihood opportunities available to them. Despite the hardships, we documented resilience among CHH. Policy action is required to take action to intervene in the generational transfer of poverty, both to improve the life chances of CHHs who have inherited their parents’ marginalisation, and to prevent further transfer of vulnerabilities to their children. This calls for investing in CHHs’ capacity for sustaining livelihoods to support their current and future independence and wellbeing.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Urban Informality and Vulnerability

An estimated 1 billion people, globally, live in informal urban settlements, sometimes known as slums (Un-Habitat 2020). According to Yiftachel (2009), informal settlements are “grey spaces”, as they are neither integrated nor eliminated from city plans, economics, and polity. The informality of populations and activities in urban informal settlements contributes to them being in a perpetual state of “permanent temporariness”, meaning that they are acknowledged to exist but, at the same time, are destined for elimination (Yiftachel 2009). In short, informal spaces are a manifestation of urban inequities in wealth, health, and wellbeing (ibid.). There is limited literature on inequities within urban informal settlements and the invisibility of specific populations residing and working within them.
(Elsey et al. 2016). The central focus of the 2030 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), ‘leave no one behind’, commits to eradicating poverty (Goal 1) and reducing inequality and vulnerabilities (Goal 10) (United Nations 2017). In addition, the specific goals for health and wellbeing (Goal 3) and sustainable cities and communities (Goal 11) cannot be achieved without a concerted effort to improve the lives of the most marginalised populations living and working in urban informal settlements (United Nations 2017).

There are multiple, intersecting axes of inequity for people living in urban informal settlements, such as age, gender identity, and disability. Positionalities within these systems of power create vulnerabilities for particular individuals and households that exacerbate their discrimination and exclusion. Such positionalities of intersecting vulnerabilities can lead to marginalisation and exclusion from mainstream social, educational and cultural life (Sevelius et al. 2020). The Accountability and Responsiveness in Informal Settlements for Equity (ARISE) Research Consortium aims to increase accountability for marginalised people working and living in informal settlements to claim their rights to health across cities in Kenya, Sierra Leone, India, and Bangladesh (ARISE 2022). Whilst the Kenyan government has made efforts to reduce inequities in health outcomes at a national level, urban informal settlements and particularly vulnerable groups within them are being left behind. Through ARISE’s work of exploring inequities within informal settlements, child-headed households (CHHs) in Nairobi have emerged as a particularly vulnerable group.

1.2. Wellbeing as a Development Concept

Wellbeing as a concept emerged as a counterpoint to narrowly materialist and economic framings and measurements of development. Whilst complex and contested, understandings of wellbeing tend to share a holistic approach that includes multiple dynamic, person- and culture-specific dimensions of human experience, including material, subjective and relational dimensions (White 2009; King et al. 2014). Loewenson and Masotya (2018) identify areas of commonality among twelve wellbeing frameworks: social and political; material; ecological; and ‘other’ (which incorporates subjective dimensions such as people’s levels of satisfaction and priorities). There is no commonly agreed upon definition of wellbeing (Loewenson and Masotya 2018). White (2010) points to a common formulation of wellbeing as ‘doing well, feeling good; doing good, feeling well’: ‘doing well’ referring to the material welfare or standard of living; ‘feeling good’ expressing a personal perception of satisfaction with life; ‘doing good’ relating to a moral dimension of ‘living a good life’, and ‘feeling well’ encapsulating a holistic sense of health (White 2010). King et al. (2014) broadly define wellbeing based on objective and subjective viewpoints. Objective components of wellbeing include many material and social attributes of people’s life circumstances such as physical resources, employment and income, education, health, and housing (King et al. 2014). Subjective components of wellbeing relate to individuals’ thoughts and feelings about their life and circumstances, and their level of satisfaction with specific dimensions (ibid.). White’s (2009) influential ‘Bath framework’ conceptualises wellbeing as both a process and an outcome, involving the interplay between material and relational, objective and subjective dimensions of lived experience, which is dialectically produced in relation to social, economic, and political structures of power over time and space.

In this article, we use White’s (2009) wellbeing pyramid framework to frame and explore the unique experiences of CHHs and how these change through time and space. Within this framework, three dimensions are identified, which are seen as interdependent. The material dimension comprises aspects of living standards such as levels of consumption, livelihoods, and wealth. The relational dimension is made up of two aspects: first, social relations and access to public goods, including social networks, relations with the state, security and socio-cultural identities and inequities; and second, human capabilities, including education, information and skills, physical health and (dis)ability, personal relationships of love and obligation, self-concepts and attitudes to life. The subjective dimension comprises people’s perceptions of their positions, both material and relational, their cultural values, ideologies, and beliefs. The subjective dimension is placed at the apex
of a pyramid, emphasising that the meaning of a ‘good life’ is inextricably linked with subjective values located in time and place.

1.3. Wellbeing and Vulnerabilities of Child-Headed Households

A CHH is a complex construct with varied understandings across contexts (Van Breda). Here, CHHs are households where children assume most or all of the day-to-day parental and household responsibilities due to the death, illness, or incapacitation of parents or any adult caregiver (Le Roux-Kemp 2013; Thwala 2018). Sometimes, the extended family can absorb children, but changes such as urbanisation, challenging economic circumstances, and Westernisation have altered the tradition of children being absorbed by the communities surrounding them (Kanyi). When families do not absorb children within their communities, the eldest of the children may assume parental responsibilities (Van Breda 2010; Chidziva and Heeratal 2016). In sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), the limited literature on CHHs mainly focuses on children that were made orphans amidst the strains on kinship networks due to the high mortality from the HIV/AIDS pandemic (Chademana and Van Wyk 2021; Francis-Chizororo 2010; Mogotlane et al. 2010; Collins et al. 2016). The scale of the CHHs problem in Kenya is significant. Government surveys estimate that 8.4% of Kenya’s children are orphans (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2021). An estimated 870,000 orphaned and vulnerable children (OVC) benefit from international charities, and the Kenya government is financing social security interventions such as cash-transfer programs (Ministry of Health 2018). A national HIV survey in 2021 revealed there were approximately 2.6 million OVC in Kenya; 1.8 million were orphans and 750,000 were vulnerable (Lee et al. 2014).

Studies of CHHs experiences in Africa are framed from a range of perspectives, including quality of life (Chademana and Van Wyk 2021; Awino 2010), vulnerabilities (Donald and Clacherty 2005), resilience (Ward and Eyber 2009) and coping strategies (Daniel and Mathias 2012; Kurebwa and Kurebwa 2014). Some studies focus on psychological or psychosocial wellbeing (Caserta et al. 2017; Makuyana et al. 2020), whilst others consider multiple aspects of daily life including material, social aspects (Kanyi 2019; Collins et al. 2016; Kurebwa and Kurebwa 2014; Evans 2005; Mogotlane et al. 2010).

These studies have identified multi-layered vulnerabilities of CHH. Ward and Eyber (2009) argue that a child’s vulnerability is defined by the complex and dynamic interplay of individual characteristics, as well as risk and protective factors in his/her environment (Ward and Eyber 2009). Limited financial assets of CHHs often means that their socio-economic needs including access to food, health, hygiene, education, safety and shelter are not met (Mogotlane et al. 2010). Lack of material needs such as shelter creates increased exposure to extreme temperatures across different seasons and may perpetuate related health challenges (Chademana and Van Wyk 2021). Furthermore, lack of financial resources (Chademana and Van Wyk 2021) as well as lack of knowledge or the right documentation (Mogotlane et al. 2010) hinders adequate access to general health services. Rapid parentification and lack of financial assets translates to high school dropout rates, which have longstanding impacts on the opportunities for CHHs to break out of cycles of poverty (Collins et al. 2016; Kurebwa and Kurebwa 2014). CHHs are often vulnerable to exploitation by family, such as failure to recognise or grabbing inheritance, including in informal settlements in Kenya (Kanyi 2019) as well as in Uganda (Collins et al. 2016). Multiple layers of hardships intersect with social dimensions of vulnerability—such as stigma, exclusion and exploitation—and psychological trauma related to multiple losses, resulting in anxiety and depression, which are further exacerbated by lack of support and limited psychological resources (Van Breda 2010; Kanyi 2019; Mogotlane et al. 2010; Collins et al. 2016; Makuyana et al. 2020). Ndeda (2013) found that girls who head households experience a ‘double vulnerability’ by nature of their gender. Girls heading households take on a larger share of the caring responsibility and are more likely to report feelings of hopelessness and negative symptoms (Ndeda 2013). Despite experiencing chronic crises, many studies find that CHHs are resilient and adopt specific strategies such as developing
time and financial management skills and social networking (Awino 2010; Donald and Clacherty 2005; Ward and Eyber 2009).

Experiences of CHHs in Kenya and Nairobi in particular are not well understood (Gaciuki 2010), which limits opportunities to hold duty bearers accountable for their wellbeing (Lee et al. 2014). This study aimed to deepen understanding by exploring the experiences and drivers of vulnerability and wellbeing of CHHs in the specific context of two informal settlements in Nairobi from their own perspectives. A holistic wellbeing framing allows us to draw out the material, social and human dimensions that intersect to impact their experiences and perceptions of wellbeing and shape how they navigate the challenging environment they live in.

2. Materials and Methods

Study setting: This study took place in Viwandani and Korogocho informal settlements in Nairobi, which have an estimated population of 52,698 and 36,276 residents, respectively. Korogocho, the fourth largest informal settlement located in the northeast of Nairobi, covers an area of about 0.97 km² (Beguy et al. 2015; Emina et al. 2011). Housing structures are built in rows and are mostly made of mud and timber walls, and waste tin cans are used as the roofing material. Korogocho has a settled population, as many of the residents have lived there for many years. Nairobi city’s only dumpsite is adjacent to Korogocho and is a source of livelihood for many youthful residents who scavenge solid waste material for selling. The Viwandani informal settlement is situated on public land, occupied by its residents since 1973. In contrast to Korogocho, most residents are youthful and highly mobile, working or seeking employment within the nearby industrial area. Viwandani is situated along the Nairobi River, which is heavily polluted with industrial waste from the neighbouring industries. The majority of residential structures in Viwandani are made from iron sheets. Korogocho and Viwandani are characterised by poor or lack of basic infrastructures such as roads and sanitation.

Study design and background to project: We adopted a community-based participatory research (CBPR) approach, which was conducted within the larger ARISE Research Consortium. We first conducted a social mapping exercise in Korogocho and Viwandani to identify the most marginalised groups in both urban informal settlements. Through prioritisation exercises, community stakeholders identified older persons, persons with disability, and CHHs as particularly vulnerable and marginalised groups in both communities. We used the photo-voice research method, a form of visual participatory data collection with members of the marginalised groups that were residents of both urban informal settlements. Photovoice is a participatory visual research method that seeks to ‘give voice’ to communities using photography. This method enables an in-depth understanding of the realities of people that otherwise might remain inaccessible (Wang et al. 1997; Le and Yu 2021). Photovoice is frequently employed in community-based participatory research (CBPR) by giving cameras to participants to enable them to act as ‘co-researchers’ to identify and reflect on issues within their own community (Wang et al. 1997). This method has the potential to stimulate social engagement and the co-creation of sustainable solutions to complex problems (Budig et al. 2018; Fairey 2018; Nykiforuk et al. 2011). Photovoice has been applied to a wide range of health-related topics, (Catalani and Minkler 2010) such as community-based palliative care (Bates et al. 2018); child care in urban informal settlements (Hughes et al. 2020); maternal, child and women’s (Wang 1999; Wang and Pies 2004); water, sanitation, hygiene (Bisung et al. 2015); and clean cooking practices and interventions (Ardrey et al. 2021; Ronzi et al. 2019). In this study, photovoice enabled us to gain an in-depth understanding of the daily lived experiences of the participants regarding marginalisation, wellbeing, and agency (Chloe et al. 2020; Lindhout et al. 2021). The approach enabled us to explore and understand the complex problems in the study settings in a way that is relevant to residents of informal settlements. In this article, we present and discuss in depth the findings of photovoice conducted with child-headed households as
this speaks to a clear evidence gap in the Kenyan setting. Findings from other marginalised groups with whom photovoice was conducted will be published separately.

Study Participants

We undertook photovoice with four CHHs—two from each settlement. All participants had been residents in the informal settlement for at least six months, were above 15 years old and qualified as mature minors (National AIDS and STI Control Programme (NASCOP) (2015)). The photovoice process with these participants included production and discussion of visual data and narratives and is described in detail below. In addition, we conducted in-depth interviews (IDIs) in Swahili with eight additional children who were heading households. Characteristics of all participants are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Study participants (n = 12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Pseudonyms</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photovoice</td>
<td>CHH1-KG</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>CHH 1-VIW(Jacinta)</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHH 2-KG</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>CHH 2-VIW(Brian)</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDI</td>
<td>CHH 3-KG</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>CHH 3-VIW(Kevin)</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHH 4-KG</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>CHH 4-VIW(Shadrack)</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHH 5-KG</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>CHH 5-VIW(Teresia)</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHH 6-KG</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>CHH 6-VIW(Imani)</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recruitment and training: Before we implemented the photovoice research, we sensitised community representatives and leaders on this study and clarified the purpose. During the sensitisation meetings, we presented to community gatekeepers how we selected the marginalised groups to work within both study sites. We then purposively sampled photovoice participants with help from community gatekeepers such as village elders, religious leaders, and community health volunteers (CHVs). We partnered with CHVs to vet each participant to ensure that they met the eligibility criteria. The CHVs, who were also residents in the study sites, had detailed knowledge of residents and their living conditions in both study settings. After obtaining written consent from the participants, we trained them for two days on how to take photos that convey meaning and photography ethics using simple terms and definitions. Because none of the participants had ever used a smartphone before, we trained them on photovoice using photos in newspapers to demonstrate photo angles and lighting. Before issuing the phones to the participants, we ensured they had adequate internet bundles throughout the study by regularly topping up their internet credit. We then activated the phones to automatically synchronise photographs into cloud storage to ensure real-time backing-up of photographs. We also installed the WhatsApp™ application to enable participants to share their photos with the research team daily. Photos shared via WhatsApp™ were backed up in a password-protected cloud database.

Data collection: The process entailed three rounds of photography over a period of three weeks. In the first week, the participants took photos that reflected their day-to-day life, highlighting what marginalisation meant to them and how it was reflected in their lives daily. In the second week of photovoice, participants took photos that reflected what health and wellbeing meant to them. CHHs participants then highlighted their daily experiences (positive and negative) related to their health and well-being. In the third week, participants took photos that represented what needed to be addressed to make their own lives better and improve their health and wellbeing. Research team members met with the CHHs participants weekly to conduct in-depth interviews to gain a deeper understanding of why they took each photograph. These weekly meetings provided opportunities for researchers
to engage with each of the CHHs and understand their fears and hopes regarding health and well-being.

We documented feedback from each CHH on how the process impacted them as informal settlement residents. During these interviews, we encouraged each CHH to select five (5) photographs that would be shared with other CHHs and community members in a co-analysis workshop. After selecting the five photographs, we encouraged each CHH participant to write a caption that best described each of the five photographs they had selected. We then obtained another round of written consent from the CHHs to allow us to use the photos for advocacy and dissemination of study findings. We conducted additional in-depth interviews with eight additional CHHs, who were not part of those in the photovoice, in our study settings. In-depth interviews with these additional CHHs explored their experiences and perceptions of marginalization and vulnerability, and what can be done to alleviate these experiences. We conducted reflexivity sessions among the research team members and with the CHVs to journal our positionality, biases, experiences, challenges, and assumptions about our participants and their lived experiences. The research team held a series of four workshops to reflect on the photos prioritised by the photovoice participants, to further reflect on how they represented their everyday lived experiences of vulnerability and marginalisation among CHH.

Data management and analysis: We transcribed the digital audio recordings verbatim in MS Word™ and translated them to English. Four researchers read through all the transcripts to ensure they aligned with the audio recordings and ensure that no meaning was lost during translation. We uploaded both transcripts and captioned photographs in the NVivo R version1.6 (QSR International Australia) analysis software for analysis. We used the framework analysis approach to analyse all IDIs and photovoice transcripts. This approach enabled us to organise and categorise narratives in the IDI transcripts and captioned photographs into themes and emerging concepts (Gale et al. 2013; Nowell et al. 2017). Four research team members independently read and re-read the transcripts and viewed the related photos to identify emerging themes and concepts inductively. We also analysed the captioned photos to categorise them into themes. To enhance trustworthiness in our analysis, four researchers (RK, IN, RS, NW) independently coded eight randomly selected transcripts with related photos in NVivo, discussed any discrepancies in coding, and made minor adjustments to the coding framework. We trained the research assistants on qualitative methods to ensure a high-quality standard. More experienced researchers continuously mentored the research assistants at all phases of this research. We utilised the reflexivity sessions to enhance the trustworthiness of our study by identifying any biases and values that may influence how we analysed and interpreted the qualitative data. We then charted the data to summarise our key findings, which we presented as preliminary findings to the CHHs participants and community leaders for validation and additional input.

Ethical and safeguarding considerations: We obtained clearance to conduct this study from the AMREF Africa Ethics and Scientific Review Committee (ESRC-P747/2019) and the National Council for Science, Technology, and Innovation. We also received broader ethical clearance from the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (Protocol: 19-089). Before our participants were engaged, they were trained on safeguarding and reporting channels for the same; thereafter, we sought written informed consent from them. Because we conducted this study within the evolving COVID-19 pandemic in 2021 and 2022, we ensured strict adherence to Kenya’s public health regulations to minimise the risk of transmission, namely physical masks, physical distancing, and handwashing before each meeting and IDI. As part of our safeguarding considerations, we resolved that the ubiquitous nature of smartphones in Korogocho and Viwandani meant that possession of smartphones did not pose an additional threat to CHHs in our study, though we tracked them to ensure that data were safe. We trained the participants on photography ethics at the start of the study and provided continuous mentorship on the ethical conduct of photovoice. No safeguarding concerns or challenges with photography arose during data collection. We, however,
offered counseling to the study participants after each data collection session. We also observed study participants for any signs of distress and discomfort during IDIs for referral to professional counseling services and follow-up, at no cost to them. We put in place safeguarding measures to prevent and manage burnout among researchers during data collection and analysis. Additionally, researchers participated in weekly debriefing sessions to minimise the risk of psychological distress. The ARISE Hub developed a safeguarding policy and identified safeguarding leads who met quarterly to deliberate on emerging concerns and agree on actions to address the safeguarding dilemmas. As part of our safeguarding practices, we organised group and individual counseling sessions for the CHHs participants to address any grief and distress that may have been triggered during the photovoice and IDIs.

3. Results

In this section, we present data on the perceptions and experiences of vulnerability and marginalisation among CHHs in our study sites. We also explored determinants that exacerbated their vulnerability in informal settlements. We structured our findings around the dimensions of White’s wellbeing triangle (material, social, human, and subjective). Our results demonstrate much interaction between the dimensions, and we draw out these interlinkages and dynamics.

3.1. Participant Characteristics

All participants were born in urban informal settlements and had experienced poverty since birth. Five CHHs (all boys) were living with a parent that was incapacitated by either illness or alcohol dependence. Four CHHs (all girls) had been abandoned by their parents; two were orphaned (a boy and a girl), and one girl was driven away from her home by her parents when she became pregnant. The CHHs were living in parts of the urban informal settlements that were prone to flooding and environmental hazards. Their living surroundings were made hazardous by either open sewers or illegal electricity connections. The CHHs faced continuous experiences of food insecurity and hunger. Table 2 provides additional characteristics of the CHHs in our study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Pseudonyms</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Axis of Inequalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violet</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Violet is responsible for taking care of nine family members living in one room. She became the primary caregiver to her family since her mother fell ill in 2020. Her elder brother and sisters have turned to alcohol and drug abuse since her mother became unwell, leaving her to provide for her sisters, nieces and nephews. One of her sisters is disabled. Violet attends school but frequently skips to work for income e.g., washing clothes. Two of her sisters died in the course of the photovoice study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Robert’s mother is blind which has led him to be the primary caregiver of his family with other young dependents—11 and 13-year-old siblings. He attends school when he has the funds and is actively involved in church. He is also taking ARV medication for HIV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musa</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Musa lives with his father, who is alcohol-dependent, and a stepmother. Musa’s mother relocated to their rural home. Because his father and stepmother do not provide for the family, he dropped out of school to work and provide for his five siblings and biological mother.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumaini</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Tumaini was abandoned by her mother and could not proceed to secondary school. She has no source of income, and she takes care of 2 siblings aged below 10 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Pseudonyms</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Axis of Inequalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandra</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Sandra was unable to proceed to high school after she was abandoned by her mother. She has no source of income and is responsible for taking care of three younger siblings and her own child. She has a history of experiencing GBV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Job is an orphaned child who dropped out of school. He lives on his own in a mud house and has no social support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viwandani Informal Settlement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Paula washes people’s clothes for income so as to support the family. She lives in a mud house and is the primary caregiver to two siblings who are in primary school and her infant son. She was abandoned by her mother and had to drop out of school because she became pregnant and so that she could take care of her siblings and her own child. She has no social or financial support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Daniel’s mother died. He lives with his father who is mentally ill. His father needs full-time care because he occasionally wanders off and has to be sought after. Daniel still attends school and is a primary caregiver to two siblings, a boy, and a girl. He engages himself in casual jobs after school and during weekends to generate income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshack</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Meshack dropped out of primary school to take care of his bedridden mother. To sustain the family, he engages in making illegal electricity and water connections to houses in the slums for a fee. He also works in a nearby market as a carrier. He does not have a birth certificate, which makes it impossible for him to obtain a national identification card when he turns 18 years old. This is a major source of stress for him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mwangaza</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Mwangaza was abandoned by both parents and lives in a shack, which occasionally floods with stormwater and sewage. She dropped out of secondary school to take care of her two-year-old child. She does menial jobs such as dishwashing in a nearby food kiosk and is paid with food for herself and her child.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imani</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Imani lives alone with her infant. The father of her child deserted her. She was chased away from her parents’ home when she became pregnant and lost all her family support. She lives in a semi-permanent shack. She had to drop out of school to generate income by washing clothes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadrack</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Shadrack lives with his mother who has a physical disability. His father relocated to their rural home when he lost employment due to the COVID-19 pandemic. His mother is uncomfortable with being taken care of by a child. He is unable to obtain employment in the surrounding factories because he is underage. He ekes out a living by washing utensils in nearby restaurants. Being out of school is a major source of stress for him because his ambition is to be a doctor when he grows up. Shadrack lives in constant fear of being evicted due to rental arrears.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Material Aspects of Wellbeing

The physical environment was a key concern to CHHs participants. They reported living in dirty environments that weighed heavily on their minds and mental wellbeing. They also highlighted living in an environment characterised by exposed electricity wires that were used in illegal electricity connections, open sewage, and chemicals that produce a pungent stench. They perceived such environmental conditions where they lived as worse compared to other parts of the informal settlement in which they resided, and were ostracised by their peers due to their dirty living conditions. Consequently, their living environments impacted their own and their families’ physical health and wellbeing (human dimension) and influenced their subjective wellbeing as described in the photos below (Figures 1 and 2).
ostracised by their peers due to their dirty living conditions. Consequently, their living environments impacted their own and their families’ physical health and wellbeing (human dimension) and influenced their subjective wellbeing as described in the photos below (Figures 1 and 2).

**Figure 1.** “So, the [electricity] wires are actually stima za kusambaza (illegal electricity connections), they are very dangerous. They can electrocute when wet . . . at night you cannot sleep because they start producing sparks . . . there is a time they burnt a house” (Daniel, 17-year-old boy, Viwandani).

**Figure 2.** “They should build for us a proper sewage system . . . the ones constructed underground so that we cannot see them. It also prevents us from contracting many diseases” (Daniel, 17-year-old boy, Viwandani).

The CHHs, especially in Viwandani, reported that they lived under the constant threat of electrocution due to the exposed electrical wires that are used for illegal electricity connections in the informal settlement, as reflected in this quote:
“Like at the bridge. When the bridge was removed there were some wires that were there on the wall. A woman went to pass, she touched a wire and she was electrocuted. So people are even afraid to pass through that road because of the wires . . . They [electricity gangs] hook electricity on your roof. So, when you touch the roof, you are shocked [electrocuted].” (Mwangaza, 17-year-old girl, Viwandani)

Some structure owners deliberately electrified their iron-sheet houses to prevent people from touching their roofs as they navigate the urban settlements:

“During floods, the house owner may shock [electrocute] you so that you don’t touch his roof while crossing the floods. That is the electricity challenge here. Someone puts current so that you don’t touch his roof while you cross. They think you will lean on it [the roof] and bend it. So they put a current there.” (Mwangaza, 17-year-old girl, Viwandani)

Violet, who recently entered a CHH, also reflected on her own wellbeing in relation to other neighbourhoods. She expressed a form of grievance for her old life before her mother became unwell, highlighting the dynamic and relational aspects of wellbeing that shift with time and space.

“Those who are living in other areas like for example in Civo (nearby middle-class estate). They usually have garbage collection but here in Korogocho there is no garbage collection, you just throw the garbage into the river. Others even do flying toilets . . . . Someone goes for a long call (defecates) then puts the human waste in a plastic bag and throws it away. Sometimes it can even land into your food and they won’t be bothered. For them, wherever it goes, let it go it’s okay, but in the estates you cannot find such things.” (Violet, 17-year-old girl, Korogocho)

Our participants also reported that they lacked adequate nutrition and access to food, especially for themselves and their siblings. CHHs in Korogocho reported that the only food they could find was from either scavenging within the dumpsite or buying the cheapest available, which was kale and ugali (corn meal). Due to inadequate food, the CHHs narrated during the interviews that they often went without meals for prolonged periods of time or had to share small amounts of food with their siblings, as these quotes illustrate:

“I get laundry work to do . . . . There are sometimes I don’t get [any] at all and sometimes I get—it depends. . . . When I don’t get, we sleep like that . . . We sleep hungry.” (Paula, 17-year-old girl, Viwandani)

The photos presented below (Figures 3 and 4) and their narratives illustrate CHHs experiences of accessing food for themselves and their siblings.

CHHs of both genders in Korogocho reported scavenging in the nearby dumpsite for plastics, papers, and food. A male CHHs in the same setting worked in illicit brew dens to generate income for their upkeep as one male CHH narrated:

“I have been living as a street child, getting my earning from the garbage scavenging. Whatever I get, I go and sell and get money to go and buy food or sometimes [I] ask for some work from those who brew alcohol. Those who brew alcohol tell us to go to Boma and bring to them those things used to brew alcohol and when there is water shortage we go and fetch water for them . . . such things.” (Job, 17-year-old boy, Korogocho)

This also revealed the subjective dimensions with regard to how CHHs viewed their satisfaction with the income-generating activities available to them—and how this interacted with the relational aspects of wellbeing—as the stigmatisation caused by working on the dumpsite and judgement from their peers caused distress:

“With my kind of work and having to collect garbage and over-ripe bananas, I am bound to get dirty. My peers (living in same settlement) tell me that I resemble a Chokora (homeless street child). They make fun that I eat food from the garbage
river. They go to the extent of saying that I might infect them with COVID-19 just by virtue of being dirty.” (Robert, 17-year-old boy, Korogocho)

Figure 3. “This photo was taken on a day when I had gone to work but I wasn’t feeling well, so I just washed utensils for one person then bought rice which we ate on that day. Before we were not eating like this—everyone was eating from their own plate—but nowadays, we are sharing because it is not much. So you just put there for everyone to eat. Sometimes we even do not have any food to eat. The first days when my mum fell sick, the kids had not gotten used to eating less food but now, they are used to it. When you tell them that there is no lunch, they will just go out to play. Sometimes they will just sleep hungry since they are used to it” (Violet, 17-year-old girl, Korogocho).

Figure 4. “We had that ugali but had nothing like vegetables to eat it with . . . and sometimes we have the vegetables with no money for flour” (Paula, 17-year-old girl, Viwandani).

The prioritisation of survival over education for this CHH was challenging and distressing to them. CHHs were somewhat envious of other children who did not have to take on such premature burdens of responsibility. Two CHHs reported a “positive” effect from the government directive when they closed all schools for almost nine months during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Closure of schools during the COVID-19 pandemic meant that the CHHs had more time to scavenge in the Dandora dumpsite for food and recyclable waste that they sold for upkeep without falling behind with school work (Figures 5 and 6).
you may end up getting COVID, so we are at high risk. Sometimes I get sick also—back aches and coughing—because I wake up very early in the morning” (Violet, 17-year-old girl, Korogocho).

Figure 5. “This is the dumpsite. When we go there we don’t wear gloves because we cannot afford [them] so we have to touch everything. Sometimes we end up touching faeces because that is waste from people’s households. You can even get diseases there. In this picture, I’m at the dump site because some of the waste dumped there is from abroad and that is where COVID is prevalent. So you can end up touching someone’s mask then you forget and touch your face. You see in that situation you may end up getting COVID, so we are at high risk. Sometimes I get sick also—back aches and coughing—because I wake up very early in the morning” (Violet, 17-year-old girl, Korogocho).

Figure 6. “This is a matatu (minibus or similar vehicle used as a taxi) … where I work this is where I get some money. And the money you know that it is for supper, breakfast and lunch and other responsibilities” (Daniel, 17-year-old boy, Viwandani).

“Last year were it not for COVID, I was struggling . . . . COVID started in March. Before COVID started I never used to go to school. So to some extent COVID has helped me because all those months I could have missed school since there was nobody at home who could have been left to take care of mum. And my sister
3.3. Social Relational Aspects of Wellbeing

CHHs in our study experienced diminished access to public goods and support from public services. CHHs reflected about the dangerous, insecure and violent environments they experienced daily. They reported the multiple reports of drug and alcohol misuse and crime among their peers. They also asserted that their environment was rife with gender-based violence (GBV) and that girls turning to sex work to earn money to feed their siblings and parents was common, highlighting how gendered power relations also create further vulnerabilities, especially in the urban informal settlements. The quote below demonstrates how the female CHHs’ bodily autonomy is contested, and limited available livelihood options place them at risk of physical harm.

“As I was doing casual jobs of washing clothes and utensils, there was a boy who wooed me, impregnated me. We lived together for like 6 months after I delivered. But he started beating me. I got pregnant, the second time. The guy was still abusive, he threatened to stab me and kill the baby. I have even been strangled using electricity wires.” (Sandra, 16-year-old girl, Korogocho)

Some structures that had been built in the informal settlements created a perception of segregation and increased insecurity among residents. For example, a wall had been erected around the Viwandani informal settlement that separated the residents from another residential area that was across a railway line. A CHH elucidated how the wall increased incidents of crime as exemplified below (Figure 7):

Figure 7. “The government came and put up that wall, to close us in, the people of the Kijiji (referring to Viwandani informal settlement), from the other side of the rail track. So, like when these houses burn, you find that the fire trucks are not able to reach the burning houses ... they put up the wall to separate us. You start feeling like you are not a Kenyan, or you feel like you were thrown away and it is like you do not hold any significance” (Daniel, 17-year-old boy, Viwandani).
The general lack of governance and accountability for the wellbeing of CHHs in informal settlements also emerged from the data. Interviewing CHHs in our study revealed the desire for more accountability and support from the government, as well as a platform to be heard and air their grievances. Additionally, CHHs requested investment in their human capital/capacities for sustaining livelihoods that would support their future independence and better wellbeing:

“We need to be given a chance to speak out. You find someone like me needs to be given a chance for us to air grievances or they take us to go and do a course or they offer us jobs.” (Shadrack, 17-year-old boy, Viwandani)

Some CHHs had been previously reliant on this support and had to seek alternative ways of accessing food. This was linked with social networks as a single mother further reported how relief food given during COVID-19 was very ‘discriminative’ and only well-connected people in the community would be called to access relief food. This mother was also turned away and beaten when she sought community support which led her to further isolation from social support networks:

“During that period for COVID, I heard that there was money that used to be sent but I never got to receive any money and even my name was never registered anywhere. I just used to struggle on my own—I go to hassle (slang for work) and then come back I used to hear that people were being sent money . . . KES 7000 (Approximately USD 70) from the Chief’s Office . . . but I never received any . . . I don’t know why I didn’t get it.” (Meshack, 17-year-old boy, Viwandani)

We found cases of CHHs relying on social networks to ease their daily struggles. For example, CHHs gave examples of structure owners that were lenient to CHHs whenever they were late with rent payments. A CHHs also reported receiving “grace periods” for late payment of school fees. Robert narrated how once the two-week grace period for late school fees was up, his teachers displayed a lack of empathy for his situation which impacted his emotional wellbeing:

R: I feel very bad because sometimes the teacher does not care about our situation and thinks one is strong just by their outward looks, but little does he know how much suffering there is on the inside. He sometimes uses harsh and spiteful words while sending us away. He once said, ‘Go and take your mother to town and beg for money’ . . . this is something that we do not want to do. He tries to pressure us into it as long as he gets something to fill his pockets.

I: When you are sent away and there is still learning ongoing, how does this make you feel?

“I feel terrible because everything that will be taught in my absence will not be repeated and this affects my performance in school and my grades as well. In secondary school, the teachers do not repeat what has once been taught even for students who do not understand. To them, it is just a job that will pay them after all and they even result to using rude language when questioned. My classmates are also selfish at times and will not share notes taken in my absence. They, however, tease and insult me citing my situation and poor state. This stresses me.”

Violet also narrated how despite being absent once a day every week to work at the dumpsite or wash clothes, teachers ‘turned a blind eye’ to her situation rather than supporting her to access assistance. There is little opportunity for the CHHs to catch up with missed schoolwork.

3.4. Human Aspects of Wellbeing

The burden of caring for siblings and incapacitated parents emerged as a dominant theme which relates to human relational aspects of wellbeing. Photovoice participants had
household structures that differed from the ‘norm’ or their peers, which they lamented. These structures were largely shaped by their parent’s health status characterised by chronic illness, disability and alcoholism. In some cases, the participants became the default head of the household as the eldest sibling, but in other cases, they either became the head of the household due to limited family support, or because elder siblings had turned to alcohol and drugs to cope. None of the participants reported receiving familial or social support with taking care of their incapacitated parents and younger siblings.

“[Other relatives] are there but you cannot depend on them every day like for example today you go to them and borrow. Same situation again tomorrow they will tell you to also go out and work . . . I know you are aware how bad the relatives usually talk so you are forced to just depend on yourself. Sometimes they can even call to form a committee but the committee is not for helping it is just for gossip. So, you are forced to just solve your problems within your house.”

(Violet, CHH, 17-year-old girl, Korogocho)

Participants demonstrated wisdom and maturity but also expressed sadness at the situations they found themselves in, longing for a return to normality or to be like their peers. CHHs took on a huge burden of caregiving and had to ensure their younger siblings and incapacitated parents were bathed and fed, on top of school work and income-generating activities for rent, food and school fees leaving them little time for leisure. There were no differences in the burden of care between male and female participants because children of both genders played this role. Tumaini’s account of her day illustrates the heavy burden of responsibilities and time constraints:

“I usually wake up at 4.30 a.m. take a bath then prepare by 5.30 I make sure that even the other children have prepared and gone to school. Then I go to school and come back in the house around 6.20 or 6.30 p.m. there about. Upon arriving home I check with my sister—if there is work that she hasn’t done, I do it, then check up on my mum to see if she has had her porridge or not. After that I go to the market shop for vegetables, then come and prepare them, then cook, after which I feed my mum . . . I serve food to the small ones first then give to my mum. I usually go to bed at around 9.30 p.m.”

(Tumaini, 17-year-old girl, Korogocho)

During the interviews, we observed stress among all the CHHs due to the caregiving roles, which had a direct effect on their mental health and lack of concentration in class. As a result, these children performed poorly academically, and some CHHs dropped out of school to take care of their family members, thus limiting their ability to attain education and break the cycle of poverty (Figure 8).

As well as impacting their emotional wellbeing, their role as primary breadwinners and caregivers impacts their physical health. Stress was reported as leading to ulcers, and being forced to work in dangerous, unsanitary and unhygienic conditions that would lead to lung disease and nose bleeds to sustain their families also took its toll physically.

“Yes, it is at the market where I work. There is a place where there’s sewage belonging to Nairobi water, but it smells so bad so whenever I come to dispose the “mahuti” (onion waste) . . . the stench from the sewage comes with a lot of pressure and the poison from those chemicals spoils my clothes—it also affects my chest and also there is a lot of dirt like from avocados and other garbage, but that is the same place that I try to look for something while I use my bare hands when looking for something or sweeping. It affects my clothes—for example you can see this sack that I usually use to carry the garbage is dirty and it also spoils my clothes. And also, the stench of that garbage and carrying the garbage on my back which affects my skin and makes it start peeling off.”

(Robert, 17 year-old boy, Korogocho)
As a result, these children performed poorly academically, and some CHHs dropped out due to the burdens that the CHHs experienced due to either incapacitation or absence of their parents due to death or desertion.

3.5. Subjective Perceptions of Wellbeing

The narratives from participants described the lack of social interactions for CHHs in some cases, leading to loneliness and stress. Their perception of their wellbeing was also shaped by comparison to their peers, who did not have to work as hard as our participants and the heavy responsibility of caregiving and raining money to support their families, as illustrated in these quotes:

“I feel bad that my friends are living comfortably while I’m suffering . . . When my friends call me to hang out, I cannot because most of the time, my mind is thinking of home. My friends sometimes advise and encouraged me to stop thinking about home and my family, but I cannot because I am the one who has to sustain it. Some of my peers who live with disabled parents have rejected their situations and abandoned responsibility and they even encourage me to do so but I cannot because even though my mother is blind, I still value her advice and respect her. This does not go down well with my peers who make me feel isolated and alone.” (Musa, 17-year-old boy, Korogocho)

Subjective perceptions of wellbeing among CHHs intersected with the human (caring burdens) and social (discrimination and stigma) dimensions. Generally, there was a sense of loss among all the CHHs in our study. This was manifested in the form of grief, especially due to the burdens that the CHHs experienced due to either incapacitation or absence of their parents due to death or desertion.

Despite the suffering, there were also many examples of resilience, agency, and human capabilities expressed and demonstrated by participants. While being caught in hardship, CHHs expressed hope and optimism that things would change in the future and persistence in pursuing their goals, such as education. Further, they demonstrated leadership and encouragement to their younger siblings and fellow CHHs.

I: What made you feel that these pictures are important?

R: “These pictures are important because one day I believe ‘nitaomoka’ (I will become rich). So when I’ll look back at these photos, they will be reminding me of where I came from, so that is why I was taking them” (Violet, 17-year-old, Korogocho).
Robert used faith as a coping mechanism. He gained a lot of his strength to keep going from his faith; this enabled him to resist the temptation to succumb to peer pressure and fall into drugs like many of his friends. However, he also questioned God in relation to his situation as compared with his peers:

**R:** When I see my friends going out, I question God about my situation. Some of them are also realising and utilising their talents while I do not get the chance to do so myself. I ask God why he made my situation to be like this.

**I:** What is your talent?

**R:** I have three. One is dancing another is drawing . . . actually, I have three, and acting.

### 4. Discussion

We conducted this study to explore the perceptions and experiences of wellbeing and its drivers with CHHs in Nairobi’s informal settlements. Our study identified severe and inter-related health and wellbeing vulnerabilities facing CHHs across the material, human, relational and subjective dimensions in White’s wellbeing framework (White 2009). Key experiences of marginalisation were lack of adequate food and nutrition, hazardous living conditions, stigma from peers and exploitation from employers due to the limited livelihood opportunities available to them. The daily experiences of extreme deprivation and the stress of survival in these harsh material and social conditions impacted the physical, mental health and perceptions of self-worth among CHHs and their siblings. They further negatively impacted their school performance and attendance with potentially long-term consequences for the development of their human capabilities and opportunities to improve their situations. Despite their many vulnerabilities, we documented resilience among CHHs. In this section, we discuss the key findings, propose recommendations, strengths and limitations of the study.

Urban poverty and realities of life in informal settlements are poorly measured and documented, especially in national demographic surveys. As a result, the poor, including CHH, become increasingly invisible (Pipa and Caroline 2020), and the status of their health and well-being is largely unknown. The Kenyan government invests in social assistance programs such as cash transfers, social security and tax-funded health insurance for the most vulnerable populations, including CHHs. However, this programming is designed with little or no empirical evidence (McCollum et al. 2018). The social protection policy in Kenya recognizes CHHs as particularly vulnerable (Government of Kenya 2011, 2017). However, an assessment of the social protection programs in Kenya noted that cash transfer programs for orphaned and vulnerable children (OVC) excluded other vulnerable children. Thus, CHHs remain unrecognised despite the care-giving burdens that they carry, which are sometimes heavier than those among adults, given their limited capabilities. As recommended by the Kenya social protection review report, there is need to focus on all vulnerable children including CHHs who may have both or one parent but who may be incapacitated and therefore dependent on their children for all their needs (Government of Kenya 2017).

Our study findings on the material deprivation, including limited access to food, that CHHs face resonate with the findings of other studies in African contexts (Chademana and Van Wyk 2021; Mogotlane et al. 2010). Particular factors emerging in these informal settlement contexts were environmental risks related to not only poor-quality housing, contaminated environment and drinking water, but also the occupational risks related to their limited livelihood opportunities. The deprivations and risks experienced by CHHs in our study expose them to poor health outcomes such as malnutrition and infectious diseases. A comparative study in Kenya revealed that children in urban informal settlements are particularly vulnerable and their health outcomes in urban informal settlements are worse than in rural parts of Kenya (Ezeh et al. 2017). In line with other studies with CHHs, we found that health vulnerabilities were further exacerbated by poor financial and social
access to healthcare, including lack of documentation to prove entitlements (Chademana and Van Wyk 2021; Mogotlane et al. 2010). Studies with CHHs in settings similar to our study sites reported similar risk factors for malnutrition and infectious diseases that contribute to stunted growth and longer-term effects on cognitive development, which affect school performance (Ezeh et al. 2017; De Vita et al. 2019). The social vulnerabilities faced by the CHHs in our study further resonate with studies in other informal settlements which show that social vulnerabilities exacerbated material deprivations and risks of poor health (Kanyi 2019; Collins et al. 2016). Together, social isolation and discrimination contribute towards poor mental health for many CHHs (Van Breda 2010; Kanyi 2019; Mogotlane et al. 2010; Collins et al. 2016; Makuyana et al. 2020).

We found that the generationally transferred poverty experienced by CHHs in urban informal settlements worsens their limited access to and participation in school. Whilst some of the CHHs and their siblings remained in school, their material circumstances directly and indirectly affected their academic performance. Lack of empathy, negative attitudes from both teachers and classmates, stigmatization and social exclusion are common negative experiences reported by CHHs that remain in school (Pillay 2016). These hostilities result in CHHs feeling insecure, overwhelmed and performing poorly academically (ibid.). Our findings resonate with the existing literature that documents the negative effects of poverty and related stress, poor health, and nutrition on academic performance of CHHs (Collins et al. 2016; Kurebwa and Kurebwa 2014) including those residing in urban informal settlements in Kenya (Kakulu 2008; Moyo 2013). Kakulu (2008) found that poor school performance reduces CHHs chances of improving their livelihoods and escaping the vicious cycle of poverty inherited from their parents (Kakulu 2008). Despite the multi-layered vulnerabilities facing CHHs, our study findings align with others that identified their resilience, adaptability and capabilities (Awino 2010; Donald and Clacherty 2005; Ward and Eyber 2009).

An important strength of our study was the participatory methodology, which creates spaces for and emphasises the importance of listening to children’s voices and recognizing their capacities as a basis for designing interventions to strengthen their wellbeing (Ward and Eyber 2009). A limitation of our study is that financial and time constraints, to date, have limited the opportunities of CHHs to participate beyond the photovoice process to define the aims and approaches of the study. However, the participatory process is incomplete to date, with an intention for subsequent involvement of CHHs to prioritise ensuring that their perspectives and priorities influence the design of supportive interventions.

Over the years, national governments and city authorities have ignored urban informal settlements and failed to identify them as unique settings, compared to other urban settings, during national surveys (The Lancet 2017). This failure further marginalises CHHs and other vulnerable groups living in informal settlements. We propose two recommendations. First, we recommend that city and national authorities recognise that urban informal settlements are a modern and growing phenomenon with identifiable challenges. Secondly, we call on government authorities to conduct a granular analysis of survey data to identify the exact populations that are left behind, especially in the urban informal settlements. This will require additional capacity strengthening for statistical offices to collect and analyse data from these informal settlements (Pipa and Caroline 2020). Such recognition of the rights of people living in informal settlements and granular information about specific vulnerabilities should be used to develop evidence-based interventions to promote health and wellbeing.

5. Conclusions

Photovoice enabled us to shed light on wicked problems that contribute to the vulnerability and marginalisation of children heading households. Efforts to mitigate the economic and social drivers that contribute to the emergence of child-headed households should be prioritised. Using photovoice, we identified the day-to-day experiences of CHHs, who go through financial, educational, and parental poverty and are highly likely to transfer
these vulnerabilities to the next generation. Policymakers should prioritize mitigating the generational transfer of poverty, especially in urban informal settlements. Through our photovoice findings, we recommend a multi-disciplinary approach for mitigating generational poverty that is inherited by CHHs. We recommend that policymakers, researchers, and advocates implement long-term strategies for addressing the factors that could curb generational poverty from CHHs to their children. For example, these actors could target the implementation of social protection, education subsidies, and employment creation interventions for vulnerable young people, particularly CHHs. Our findings also illustrate how lack of access to health services and catastrophic health expenditures lead to poverty and cause children to take on adult roles when parents become incapacitated due to unresolved debilitating chronic illnesses. We recommend an expedited scale-up of existing public-funded health insurance for marginalised persons in the urban informal settlements who need it the most. Finally, this photovoice study illustrates that vulnerable and marginalised CHHs can participate in identifying and prioritizing problems that affect their health and wellbeing. Participatory approaches offer potential to give a voice to CHHs by engaging them in co-designing interventions that will mitigate poverty and promote wellbeing for all in urban informal settlements.
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